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There were: 6 possible respondents.

0%0%0%17%83%4.64.64.70.454.86Integrated materials that deepened understanding9

0%0%0%0%100%4.74.74.80556Facilitated a respectful and inclusive environment8

0%0%0%17%83%4.54.54.50.454.86Provided feedback that helped improve7

0%0%0%0%100%4.64.64.70556Was available for consultation when needed6

0%0%0%0%100%4.54.54.80556Assignments and due dates were clearly communicated5

0%0%33%17%50%4.44.54.40.554.86Understand how work was graded4

0%0%0%33%67%4.54.54.50.554.76Assignments contributed to learning3

0%0%0%33%67%4.54.54.50.554.76Understand what was supposed to learn2

0%0%0%33%67%4.54.54.60.554.76Enriched understanding of subject1
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I love the structure of the class. However, I wish we could have learn the paper format/structure before our capstone because it took a lot of time to understand the system
thinking is (including the iceberg, vision statement, and problem statement). The only pre-capstone we took was the Research Method, and many of us expected to use
what we learned from that course on our capstone. If we could have learn, or at least have some notifications before the course about what system thinking would be more
helpful.

 Suggestions to instructor to help learning

I enjoyed the small circle of discussion that we had every week. the readings and the guests were very helpful.

I found the lectures to be helpful in helping to understand the readings and material

Facilitating a course discussion

This class was designed in order to make us understand how deep rooted issues despite several attempts to solve them, exist. This every reading and extra materials helped
us in navigating the answer.

The mini assignments are very helpful. We learned the contains that we are supposed to write through writing those mini assignments. Professor Romano's feedback on
each mini assignments also helped us in the right direction for the paper.

Group discussions are always helpful because I am a hands on learner

 Activities/materials found most valuable
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Thank you for all that you did! Thank you for powering through a tough semester!

Every class I've taken with this professor, has enriched my knowledge of what ever topic we were working on. The classes she teaches are definitely worth the investment.

Thank You! Prof. Romano, I wish all professors were like you! You will be sincerely missed.

 Additional Comments

I enjoyed this course. We were like a family because our small class got us to listen to each other. The readings and the reading responses helped us prepare for class.
Although, our class was long, I did not regret going to class at all.

I did my best in this course to understand the course material and do my best writing for the papers

This professor worked very diligently with me to keep up with my assignments and I really appreciate that.

I think that I have been quite active in class activities and have submitted my work mostly on time. So would think that I was decent in my efforts.

It took a lot of time to understand the course material (textbook).

 Efforts to learn

None, the instructor was very understanding and supportive.

N/A

a timeline for when the paper is due and what part we should be focusing on throughout the semester

I think that the instructor did her best in engaging the class. And there is nothing I would change.
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